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Becoming Our Lord’s Disciples

BOLD is more than just a brand- it is a specific philosophy and structure of youth ministry.

Primary Goal:

To aid young people in building a
personal relationship with Christ
through Catholic formation, support,
prayer, and the Sacraments.
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Mission Statement:

BOLD exists to expose teens to God’s
love, promote a life of service to Christ,
and provide a place for teens to enjoy
each other’s company.

BOLD is a parish ministry to all youth in the parish.
We do not use the term “youth group” because our
goal is to engage each and every young person in the
parish during his/her middle and high school years.
For the sake of branding, we try try to refer to the
program and events as simply BOLD.

TNL=Teen Night Life TNL is the standard youth ministry meeting of
BOLD. Weekly, bi-weekly or monthly, depending on the parish.
PST=Peer Servant Team The PST is a group of high school
volunteers who dedicate themselves to taking a leadership role in the
program. They help plan and execute the TNL program, and receive
guidance and formation from the youth ministry team.

CAST

CAST= Catholic Adults Supporting Teens The CAST team is made
up of young adults (post high school), adults and parents. Some
adult volunteers participate in TNLs and other programs as part of
the Ministry CAST team. Others serve a more behind the scenes role
on the Service CAST team or Youth Advisory Board.

Middle

BOLD Middle refers to the middle school events of BOLD.
They are open to 6th, 7th and 8th graders.
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